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The Labour Unrest

By H. G. WELLS.

The articles on Laboui* Unrest which are con-
tained in this pamphlet appeared in The
Daily Mail" between May 13 and 20, 1912.
Their publication created so profound an
impression throughout the country that an
immediate reissue in the present form was
held advisable.

No more vivid and incisive pen than that of
Mr. H. G. Wells could have been selected to

discuss this greatest issue of contemporary life.

Not only is Mr. Wells famous as a novelist of
penetrating humour and varied interests ; he
is the prophet of the future, of aviation, of
intercourse with other planets, of social and
mechanical evolution. Above all, he is a
courageous and independent thinker; a
Socialist; but not afraid to criticise Socialism

;

his "New Worlds for Old'' remains the most
brilliant treatise in existence on constructive
Social Reform. And he is master of a pungent
and arresting English style which has never
been more completely at his service than in

these chapters*

I-DISTRUST.

Our country , is in a dangerous state of social

disturbance. The discontent, of tlie labouring

mass of the community i^ deep and increasing.

It may be that we are in the opening phase of a
real and irreparable class war.

In Jie last year, since the Coronation, we
have moved very rapidly indeed from an assur-
ance of extreme social stability towards the
recognition of a spreading disorganisation. It
IS idle to pretend any longer that these Labour
troubles are the mere give and take of economic
adjustment. No adjustment is in progress.
New and strange urgencies are at work in our
midst, forces for which the word revol u-
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tionaiy " is only too faithfully appropriate.

ISTotlnng is being done to allay these forces;

everything conspires to exasperate them.

Whither are these forces taking us? "What

can still be done and what has to be done to

avoid the phase of social de.striiction tO' which

we seem to be drifting?

Hitherto, in Great Britain at any rate, the

working man has shown himself a being of the

most limited and practical' oiitlook. His nar-

rowness of imiagination^ his lack of general

ideas, has been the despair of the Socialist and

of every sort of revolutionary theorist. He
may have struck before, but only for definite in-

crements of wages or definite limitations of toil

;

his acceptance of the industrial system and its

methods has been as complete and unquestion-

'ng as his acceptance of earth and sky. Now
with an effect of suddenness this ceases to be

the case. A new generation of workers is seen

replacing the old, workers of a quality un-

familiar to the middle-aged and elderly men who
still manage our great businesses and "political

affairs. The worker is beginning now to strike

for unprecedented ends—against the system,

against the fundamental conditions of labour,

to strike for no defined ends at all, perplexingly

and disconcertingly. The, old-fashioned strike

was a method of bargaining, clumsy and violent

perhaps, but bargaining; still; the new-

fashioned strike is far less of a haggle, far more

of a display of temper. The first thing that

has to be realised if tlie Labour question is to be

understood at all is this, that

rHE TEMPER OF LABOUR HAS CHANGED
altogether in the last twenty or thirty years.

Essentially that is a change due to inteUjgence

not merely increased, but greatly stimulated, to

the work, that is, of the board schools and of the

cheap Press. The outlook of the workman has

passed beyond the works and liis beer and his

dog. He has become—or, rather, he has been

replaced by— being of eyes, however imper-

fect, and of criticism, however hasty and un-

juf?t. The working man to-day reads, talks, has

general ideas and a sense of the "round world;

he is far nearer to the ruler of to-day in know-
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ledge and intellectiml range than lie is to the

working man of fifty years ago. Th^ politician

or business magnate of to-day is no better edu-

cated and very little better informed than his

squals were fifty years ago. The chief difference

is golf. The working man questions a thousand

things his father accepted as in the very nature

of the world, and among others he begins to

ask with the utmost alertness and persistence

why it is that he in particular is expected to

toil. The answer, the only justifiable answer,

s-hould be that that is the work for which he is

fitted by his inferior capacity and culture, that

these others are a special and select sort, veiy

specially trained and prepared for their respon-

sibilities, and that at once brings this new fact

of a working-class criticism of social values into

play. The old workman might and' did quarrel

very vigorously with his specific employer, but

he never set out to arraign all employers ; he

took the law and the Church and State craft

and politics for the higher and noble things

they claimed to be. He wanted an extra shil-

ling or he wanted an hour of leisure, and that

was as much as he wanted. The young work-

man, on the other hand, has put the

WHOLE SOCIAL SYSTEM UPON ITS TRIAL
and seems quite disposed to give an adverse ver-

dict. He looks far beyond the older conflict of

interests between employer and employed. He
criticises the good intentions of the whole sys-

tem of governing and influential people, and

not only their good intentions but their ability.

These are the new conditions, and these middle-

aged and elderly gentlemen who are dealing

with the crisis on the supposition that their vast

experience of Labour questions in the ^seventies

and 'eighties furnishes valuable guidance in this

present issue are merely bringing the gun^

powder of misapprehension to the revolutionary

fort.

The workman of the new generation is full of

distrust, the most demoralising of social influ-

ences. He is like a sailor who believes no
longer either in the good faith or seamanship of

his captain, and, between desperation and eon-
tempt, contemplates .vaguely but persist^tly
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the assniPvption of conrfcrol by a colleotive fore-

castle. He is like a private^ soldier obsessed

with the idea that nothing eam save the situa-

tion hint the death, of an incompetent officer.

His distrust is so profound that he ceases not

only to believe in the employer but he ceases to

believe in the law, ceases to believe in Parlia-

ment, as a means to that tolerable life he de-

Biireis; and he falls back steadily upoiu his last

resource of a strike and—if by repressive tactics

we make it so—a criminal strike. The central

fact of all this present trouble is that distrust.

There ivs only one way in which our present drift

towards: retvolution or revolutionary disorder

can be arrested, and that is by restoring the

confidence of these alienated millions, who
visibly now are changiing froan loyalty to the

Crown, from a simple patriotism, from habitiual

industry—to the more and more effecti\^

expression of a deepening resentment.

This is a psycho'loigical question, a matter of

mental states. Feats of legal subtlety are in-

opportune, arithmetical exploits still more so.

To emerge with the sum^ of 4s. GJd. as a mini-

mum, by calculating on the basis of the mine's

present earnings^ from a conference which the

miners and everybody else imagined was to give

a minimum of 5s., may be clever, but it is cer-

tainly not politic in the present stage of Labour

feeling. To stamx3 violently upon ohscure news-

papers nobody had, heard of before and send a

printer to prison, and to give therehy a flaming

advertisement to the possible use of soldiers in

civil conflicts and set every barrack-room talk-

ing, may be permiissible, but it is certainly very

ill-advised. The distrust deepens.

HOW IS CONFIDENCE TO BE RESTOHED?
The real task before a governing class that

means to go on governing is not just at present

to get the better of, an argiument or the best of

a bargain, but to lay hold of the imaginations

of this drifting, sullen, and suspicious multi-

tude, which is the working body of the' country.

What we prosperous people, who have nearly all

the, good things of life and most of the oppor-

iunity, have to do now is to justify ourselves.

We have to show that we are indeed responsible
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and sdiviceable, willing to give ourselves, and

to give ourselves generously, for what we have

and what we have had. We have to meet the

challenge of this dis-trust.

The slack days for rulers and owners are over.

If there are still to be rulers and owners and

managing and governing people, then in the

face of the new masses, sensitive, intelligent,

critical, irritable, as no common people h^ve

ever been before, these rulers and owners must

be prepared to make themselves and display

themselves wise, capable, and heroic—beyond

any aristocratic precedent. The alternative,

if it is an alternative, is resignation—to the

Social Democracy.

And it is just because we are all beginning

to realise the immense need for this heroic

quality in those who rule and are rich and

powerful^ as the response and corrective to

these distrusts and jealousies that are threaten-

ing to disintegrate our social order, that we

liave all followed the details of this great catas.

trophe in the Atlantic with such intense solici-

tude. It was one of those accidents that happen

with a precision of time and circumstance that

outdoes art ; not an incident in it all that was

not supremely typical. It was the penetrating

comment of chance upon our entire social situa-

tion. Beneath a surface of magnificent eflBciency

was—siap-dash. The ship was not even equipped

to save its third-class passengers
;

they had

placed themselves on board with an infinite con-

fidence in the care that was to be taken of them,
and they went down, and most of their women
and children went down with, the cry of those

who find themselves cheated out of life.

In the unfolding record of behaviour it h
the stewardesses and bandsmen and engineers

—

persons of the trade-union, class—who shine as

brightly as any. And by the supreme artistry

of Chance it fell to the lot of that tragic and
unhappy gentleman Mr. Bruce Ismay to be
aboard and to be caught by the urgent vacancy
in the boat and the snare of iiie moment. No
untried man dare say that he would have
behaved better in his place. But for capital-

ism and for our existing social system his escape
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—with five and fifty third-class children wait-

ing below to drown—was the abandonment of

every noble pretension. It is not the man. i

would criticise but the manifest absehce of any

such sense of the supreme dignity of his posi-

tion as would have sustained him in that crisis.

He was a rich man and a ruling man, but in

the test he was not a proud man. In the com-

mon, man's realisation that such is indeed the

case with most of those wdio dominate our

world lies the true cause and danger of our

social indiscipline. And the remedy in the

first place lies not in social legislation and so

forth, but in the consciences of the wealthy.

Heroism and a generous devotioti to the com-

m_on good are the only effective answer to dis-

trust.

I1.-THE LAWYERS TONE.

T pointed out yesterday that the essential

trouble in our growing labour disorder is the

profound distrust which has grown up in the

minds of the new generation of workers of either

the ability or the good faith of the property

owning, ruling, and directing class. I did not

attempt to judge the justice or not of this dis-

trust ; I merely pointed to its existence as one
of the striking and essential factors in the con-

temporar}^ labour situation. • ?

This distrust is not perhaps the proximate
cause of the strikes that now follow each other so

disconcertingly, but it embittfe their spirit, it

prevents their settlement, and leads to their re-

newal. I tried to suggest that, whatever imme-
diate devices for pacification might be employed,
the only way to a better understanding and co-

operation, the only escape from a social slide

tow-ards the unknown possibilities of Social

Democracy, lies in an exaltatiou of the standard
of achievement and of the sense of responsibility

in the possessing and governing classes. It is

not so much ^'Wake up, Elugland !" that I would
say as " Wake up, gentlemen! "—for the new
generation of the workers is beyond all question
quite alarmingly awake and critical and angry.
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And they have not merely to wake np, they have

to wake up visibly and ostentatiously if these

old class reliances on which our system is based

are to be preserved and restored.

We need before anything else a restoration of

class confidence. It is a .
time when class should

speak with class very frankly.

RESTORATION OF CLASS CONFIDENCE.

Tliere is too much facile misrepresentation,

too ready a disposition on either side to accept

caricatures as portraits and charges as facts.

However tacit our understandings were in the

past, with' this new kind of lahour, this young,

restive labour of the twentieth century, which

can read, discuss, <and combine, Ave need some-

thing in the nature of a social contract. And
it is when one comes to consider by what pos-

sible means these suspicious third-class passen-

gers in our leaking and imperilled social liner

can be brought into generous co-operation with

the second and the first thiat one discovers just

how lamentabl}^ out of date and out of order our

political institutions, which should supply the

means for just this inter-class discussion, have
become. Between the busy and preoccupied
owning and employing class on the one liand and
the distressed, uneasy masses on the other in-

tervenes the professional politician, not as a
mediator, but as an obstacle, who must be pro-

pitiated before any dealings are possible. Our
natural politics no longer express the realities

of the national life
;
they are a mere impedi-

ment in the speech of the community. With our
whole social order in danger, our Legislature
is busy over the trivial little affairs of the Welsh
Established Church, wliose whole endowment
is not equal to the fortune of any one of half a
dozen Titanic passengers or a tithe of the proh-
able loss of another strike among the miners.
We have a Legislature almost antiquarian, com-
piling a museum of Gladstonian legacies rather
than governing our world to-day.

LAW IS THE BASIS OF CIVILISATION,
but the lawyer is the law's consequence, and
with us at least the legal profession is the poli.
tical profession. It deligilits in false issues and
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merely technical politios. Steadily witli the

ascendancy of the House of Commons the bar-

risters ]iave ousted other typeis of men from poli-

tical power. The decline of the House of Lords

has been the last triumph of the House of

Lawyers, and we are governed now to a large

extent not so mudli by the people for the people

as by tlie barristers for barristers. They set the

tone of political life. And since they are the

most speicdalised, the most specifically trained of

all the professions, since their training is abso-

hitely antago'nistic to the creative impulses of

the constrnctive artist and the controlled ex-

periments of the scieutific man, since the busi-

ness is with, evidence and advantages and the

skilful use of evidence and advantages, and not

with understanding, they are the least states-

manlike of all educated men, and they give our

public life a tone as hopelessly discordant with

our very great and urgent social iieeds as oine

could very well imagine. They do not want to

deal at all with great and urgent social needs.

They play a game, a long and interesting game,

with parties as sides, a game that rewards the

industrious player with prominence, place,

power, and great rewards, and the less that

game involves the passionate interests of other

men, the less it draws them into participation

and angry interference, the better for the steady

development of the politician's career. A dis-

tinguished and active fruitlessuess, leaving the

world at last as he found it, is the political bar-

rister's ideal career. To achieve that, he must
maintain legal and political monopolies and

provent the invasion of political life by living

interests. And so far as he has any views aboait

labour beyond tlie margiins of his brief, the bar-

rister politician seems to regard getting men
back to work again on any terms and as soon as

possible as the highest good.

And it is with such men that our insurgent

modern labour, with its vaguely apprehended
v. ants, its large occasions and its rapid emo-
tional reactions, comes into contact directly it

attempts to adjust itself in the social body. It

is one of the main factors in the progressive

embitterment of the labour situation that what-
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ever business is afoot, arbitration, conciliation,

inquiry, our contemporary system presents

itself to labour almost invariably in a legal

cuise. The natural infirmities of humanity

rebel against an unimaginative legality of atti-

tude, and the common workaday man has no

more love for this great and necessary profes-

sion to-day than he had in the time of Jack

Cade. Little reasonable things from the law-

yers' point of view—the rejection, for example,

of certain evidence in the Titanic inquiry be-

cause it might amount to a charge of man-

slaughter, the constant interruption and check-

ing of a labour representative at the same tri-

bunal upon trivial points—irritate quite dispro-

portionately.

LAWYER AND WORKING MAN ARE
ANTIPATHETIC

types, and it is a very grave national misfortune

that at this time, when our situation calls aloud

i<fc statecraft and a certain greatness of treat-

ment, our public life should be dominated as it

has never been dominated before by this most

able and illiberal profession.

Now, for that great multitude of prosperous

people w^ho find themselves at once deeply con-

cerned in our present social and economic crisis,

and either helplessly entangled in party

organisation or helplessly outside politics, the

elimination and cure of this disease of state-

craft, the professional politician, has become a
very urgent matter. To destroy him, to get

him back to his law courts and keep him there,

it is necessary to destroy the machinery of the

paritysystem that sustains him and to adopt some
electoral method that will no longer put the

independent representative man at a hopeless

disadvantage against the party nominee. Siich

a method is to be found in proportional repre-

sentation with large constituencies, and to that
we must look for our ultimate liberation from
our present masters, these politician barristers.

But the labour situation cannot wAit for this

millennial release, and for the current issue it

seems to me patent that every reasonable -

profiiperous man will, even at the cost to himself
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to keep as mucli of this great and acute con-

troversy as he possibly can out of the lawyer \s

and mere politician's hands and in his own.

Leave labour to the lawyers, and we shall go

very deeply into trouble indeed before this

business is oVer. They will score their points,

they will achieve remarkable agreements full of

tliB possihility of subsequent sv.rprises, they will

make reputatirons, and do everything Heaven
and their professional training have made them
to do.

AND THEY WILL EXASPIiRATE AND
EXASPERATE

!

La^vyers made the first French Revolution,

and noAv, on a different side, they may yet bring

about an English one. These men below there

are still, as a class, wonderfully patient and
reasonable, quite prepared to take orders and
recognise superior knowledge, wisdom, and
nobility.

. They make the most reasonable

claims for a tolerable life, for certain assurances

and certain latitudes. Implicit rather than
expressed is their demand for wisdom and right

direction from those to whom the great surplus

and freedoms of civilisation are given. It is an
entirely reasonable deiiiand if man is indeed a

social animal. But we have got to treat them
fairly and 'openly. This patience and reason-

ableness and willingness for leadership is not
limitless. It is no good scoring our mean little

points, for example, and accusing them of
breach of contract and all sorts of theoretical
'\vrongs because they won't ahide by agreements
to accept a certain scale of wages when the pur-
chasing power of money has declined. When
they made that agreement they did not think
of that possibility. When they said a pound
they thought of what was then a poundsworth
of living. The Mint has since been increasing
its annual output of gold coins to two or three
times the former amount, and we have, as it
were, debased the coinage with extraordinary
quantities of gold. But we who know and own
did nothing'' to adjust that ; we did not tell th©
working man of that; we have let him find it
out slowly and indirectly at the grocer^s shop.
That may be permissible from the lawver's point
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of viow, bet it certainly isn't from the gentlc-

inan'vs, and it is only by the plea that its ine-

qualities give society a gentleman that our pre-

sent social system can claim to endure.

I would like to accentuate that, because if we

are to emerge again from these acute social dis-

sensions a reunited and powerful people, there

has to be a change of tone, a new generosity on

the part of those who deal with labour speeches,

labour literature, labour representatives, and

labour claims. Labour is necessarily at an enor-

mous disadvantage in discussion ; in spite of a

tremendous inferiority in training and educa-

tion it is trying to tell the community its concep-

tion of needs and purposes. It is not only

young as a participator in the discussion of

affairs, it is actually young. The average work-

ing man is not half the age of the ripe politicians

and judges and lawyers and wealthy organisers

who trip him up legally, accuse him of bad
faith, mark his every inconsistency. It isn't

becoming so to use our forensic advantages. If

isn't—if tbat has no appeal to you—wise.

The thing our society has most to fear from
labour is not organised reisistance, not victorious

strikes and raised conditions, but the black re-

sentment that follows defeat. Meet labour half-

way and you will find a new co-operation in

government ; stick to your legal rights, draw
the net of repressive legislation tighter; then
you -will presently have to deal ^vith labour
enraged. If the anger burns free, that means
revolution ; if you crush out the hope of that,
then sabotage and a sullen general sympathy
foi* anarchistic crime.

III~THE SPECTACLE OF
PLEASURE

In the preceding papers I have discussed cer-
tain aspects of the present labour situation. I
have tried to show the profound significance in
this discussion of the distrust which has grown
up in the minds of the workers and how this dis-

trust is being exacerbated by our entirely too
forensic method of treating their claims. I
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want now to point out a still more powerful set

of influences which is steadily turning our

labour struggles from mere attempts t-o adjust

hours and wages into movements that are

gravely and deliberately revolutionai-y.

This is the obvious devotion of a large and

growing proportion of the time and energy of

the owning and ruling classes to pleasure and

excitement and the way in which this spectacle

of amusement and adventure is now being

brought before the eyes and into the imagina-

tion of the working man.

THE INTIMATE PSYCHOLOGY OF WORK
is a thing altogether too little considered and
discussed. One asks, What keeps a workman
working properly at his work ? " and it seems a

sufficient answer to say that it is the need of

getting a living. But that is not the complete

answer. Work must to some extent interest ; if

it bores, no power on earth will keep a man
doing it pix>perly. And the tendency of modern
industrialism has been to subdivide processes

and make work more boring and irksome. Also

the workman mus^^ be satisfied with the living

he is getting, and the tendency of newspaper,

theatre, cinematograph show, and so forth is to

fill his mind with ideas of ways of living in-

finitely more agreeable and interesting than his

own. Habit also counts very largely in the

regular return of the man to his job, and tlie

fluctuations of employment, the failure of the

employing class to provide any alternative to

idleness during slack time, break that habit of

industry. And then, last but not least, there

is sdf-respect. Men and women are capable of

wonders of self-discipline and effort if they feel

that theirs is a meritorious service, if they

imagine the thing they are doing is the thing

they ought to do. A miner will cut coal in a
different spirit and with a fading mst if he
knows his day's output is to be burnt lo waste
secretly by a lunatic. Mmi is a social animal ;

few men are naturally social rebels, and most
will toil very cheerfully in subordination if they

feel that the collective end is a fine thing and a
great thing.

Now this force of splf-respect :s much more
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acutely presont in the niiiid of the iiiodern

worker than it was in the thought of his fathers.

He is intellectually more active than his. pre-

deceisisors ; his imagination is relatively stimu-

lated ; he asks \iride questions. The worker of

Sb former generation took himself for granted

;

ix> is a new phase when the toilers begin to ask,

not oaie man here or there, but in masses, in

battalions, in trades, " Why, then, are we

toilers and

FOR WHAT IS IT THAT WE TOIL? '»

What answer do we give them?
I ask the reader to put himself in the place

01 a good workman, a j^oung, capable miner,

Jet us say, in search of an answer to that ques-

tion. He is, we will suppose, temporarily un-

employed through the production of a glut of

coal, and he goes about the world trying to see

the fine and noble collective achievements that

justify the devotion of his whole life to humble
toil. I ask the reader, What have we got to

show that man ? What are we doing up in the

light and air that justifies our demand that he

should go on hewing in narrow seams and
cramped corners until he can hew no more ?

Where is he to be taken to see these crowning

fruits of our release from toil? Shall we take

him to the House of Commons to note which

of the barristers is making most headway over

Welsh Disestablishment, or shall we take him
to the Titanic inquiry to hear the latest about

those fifty-five third-class children (out of

eighty-three) who were drowned ? Shall we give

him an hour or so among the portraits at the

Royal Academy, or shall we make an enthu-

siastic tour of London sculpture and architec-

ture and saturate his soul with the beauty he

makes possible ? The new Automobile Club, for

example. AVitliout you and your subordina-

tion we could not have had that.'^ Or suppose

"i\ e took him the round of the West End clubs

and restaurants and made him estimate how
many dinners London can produce at a pinch

at the price of his local diaily minimum, 'say,

and upward; or borrow an aeroplane at

Hendon and soar about counting all the golfers
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noon. ^' You sufFei at the roots of things, far

below there, but see all this nobility and

splendour, these sweet, bright flowers to which

your I'ootlet life contributes.'* Or we might

spend a pleasant morning trying to get a pass-

able woman's hat for the price of his average

weekly wages in some West End shop. . * *

But indeed this thing is actually happening.

The older type of , miner was illiterate, in-

curious ; he read nothing, lived his own life, and

if he had any intellectual and spiritual urgences

in him beyond eating and drinking and dog-

fighting, the local little Bethel shunted them
away from any effective social criticism. The
new generation of miners is on an altogether

diffemnt basis. It is at once less brutal and

less spiritual; it is alert, informed, sceptical,

and the Press, with photographic illustrations,

the cinema, and a score of collateral forces are

giving it precisely that spectacular view of

luxury, amusement, aimlessness, and excite-

ment, taunting it with just that suggestion

that it is for that, and that alone, that the

worker's back aches and his muscles strain.

Whatever gravity and spaciousness of aim
there may be in our prosperous social life does

not appear to him.. He sees, and he sees all

the more brightly because he is looking at it

out of toil and darkness, the glitter, the de-

light for delight's sake, the show, and the

pride, and the folly. Cannot you understand
how it is that these young men down there in

the hot and dangerous and toilsome and in-

glorious places of life are beginning to cry out,
" We are being made fools of," and to fling

down their tools, and cannot you see how
futile it is to dream that Mr. Asquith or some
other politician by some trick of a Conciliation

Act or some claptrap of Compulsory Arbitration^

or that any belated suppression of discussion

and strike organisations by the law will avert

this gathering storm The Spectacle of Plea-

sure, the parade of clothes, estates, motor-cars,

luxury, and vanity in the sight of the workers

is the culminating irritant of labour. So long

as that goes on, this sombre resolve to which
we are all awakening, this sombre resolve rather
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to wreck tlio wliolo fabric than to coiitiuue

IDiatiently at work, will gather strength. It

does not matter that such a resolve is hopeless

and unseasonable; we are dealing here with

the profounder impulses that underlie reason.

Crush this resentment ; it will recur with accu-

mulated strength.

It does net matter that there is no plan in

existence for any kind of social order that could

bo set up in the place of our present system

;

no plan, that is, that will endure half an hour's

practical criticism. The cardinal fact before us

is that the workers do not intend to stand

things as they are, and that no clever argu-

ments, no expert handling of legal points, no

ingenious appearances of concession, will stay

that progressive embitterment.

WHAT IS Ta BE DONE?
But I tbink I have said enough to express my

conviiction and perhaps convey my conviction

that our present labour troubles are unprece-

dentedj and that they miean the end of an

epoch. The supply of good-tempered, cheap

lakour—upon which the fabric of oni' contem-

porairy ease and comifort is erected—is giving

out. The spread of information amd the means
of piresentation in any class and the increase of

luxury and self-indulgence in the prosperous

classes are the chief cause of tbat. In tbe place

of that old convenient labour comes a new^ sort

of labour, reluctant, resentful, critical, and
suspicious. The replacement has already gone

so far that I am certain that attempts to baffle

and coerce the workers back to their old condi-

tions must inevitably lead to- a series of increas-

ingly destructive outbreaks, to stresses and
disorder culmiiinating in revolution. It is use-

less to dream of going on now for mucli loMger

upon the old lines ; our civilisation, if it is not

to enter upon a phase of conliict and decay, must
begin to adapt itself to the new conditions, of

which the brst and foremost is that the vr.igcs-

earning, labouring class as a distinctive class,

consenting to a distinctive treatment and ac-

cepting life at a disadvamtage, is going to dis-

appear. Whether we do it soon as the result of

our reiiections upon the present situation, or
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whetlie.r we do it presently tlirougli the im-

poverisliment tluat mxiiSt necessarily result from

a lengthening period of industrial unrest, there

cam be little douht that we are going to curtail

very considerably the current extravagance of

the ^ipending a.iid directing classes upon food,

clothing, display, aiid all the luxuries of life.

The phase of affluence is over. And unless we
are to be the mhre passive spectators of aai un-

preoedented reduction of our lives, all of us who
have leisure and opportunity have to set our-

selves very strenuously to the problem not of

reoonciliiig ourselves tO' the wage-earners,

fur that possibility is over, but of establishiing

a new method of co-operatiou with those wlio

seem to be very definitely decided not to rennain

wage-earners for very much longer. We liave,

as sensible people, to realise that the old a.r-

I'ahgement, which has given us of the forturnate

minority so much leisure, luxury, and abund-
ance, advantages we have as a class put to so

vulgar aud unprofitable ause, is breaking down,
^ind that we have tO' discover a new, more
equable way of getting the world's work done.

MORE ECONOMY lU GIVING TROUBLE.

. Certain things stand out pretty obviously.

It is clear that in ihe times ahead of us there

'must be more eoouomy in giving trouble and
causing work, a greater willingness to do work
for ourselves, a great economy of labour

through ma<:hinery and skilful management.
So much is unavoidable if we are to meet these

enlarged requirements upon whiah the insur-

gent worker insists. If we, who hwve at least

some expc'rience of affairs, who own property,

manage businesses, and discuss and influence

public organisation, if we are not prepared to

undertake this work of discipline and adapta-

tion for ourselves, then a time is not far dis-

tant when insurrectionary leaders, calling

themselves Socialists or Syndicalists, or what

not, men with none of our experience, little of

our knowledge, and far less hope of success,

will take that task out of our hands.

We have in fact to " pull ourselves together,"

as the phrase goes, and make an end to all this

slack, extravagant living, this spectacle of
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pleasure, that has been spreading and intensi-

fying in every civilised community for the last

three or four decades. What is happening to

Labour is indeed, from one point of view, little

else than the correlative of what has been hap-

pening to the more prosperous classes in the

comimunity. They have lost their self-disci-

pline, their gravity, their sense of high aims,

they have become the victims of their advan-

tages, and Labour, grown observant and intelli-

gent, has discovered itself and declares itself no

longer subordinate. Just what powers of re-

covery and reconstruction our system may have

under these circumstances the decades imme-
diately before us will show.

IV.-WHAT MAY BE DONE.

Let us try to anticipate some of the social

developments that are likely to spring out of the

present labour situation.

It is quite conceivable, of course, that w^iat

lies before us is not development but disorder.

Given sufficient suspicion on one side and suffi-

cient obstinacy and trickery on the other, it

may be impossible to restore social peace in any

form, and industrialism may degenerate into a

wasteful and incurable conflict. But that dis-

tressful possibility is the worst and perhaps the

least probable of many. It is much more accept-

able to suppose that our social order w^ill be able

to adjust itself to the new outlook and temper
and quality of the labour straitum that elemen-
tary education, a Press very cheap and free,

and a period of great general affluence have
brought about.

One almost inevitable feature of any such

adaptation will be

A CHANGED SPIRIT

in the general body of society. We have come
to a very serious condition of our affairs, and
we shall not get them into order again without
a very thorough bracing-up of ourselves in the

process. There can be no doubt that for a large

portion of our comfortable classes existence has
been altogether too easy for the last lifetime or
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so. Tlie grea,t bulk of the world's work lias been

done out of tlieir siglit and knowledge ; it has

seemed unnecessaTy to trouble very much about

the general conduct of things, unnecessary, as

they say, to take life too seriously." This has

not made them so much vicious as slack, lazy,

and over-<;onfident ; there has been an elabora-

tion of trivial things and a neglect of trouble-

some and important things. The one grave

shook of the Boer War hais long been explained

and sentimentalised aw^ay. But it will not be

so easy to explain away a dislocated train ser-

vice and an empty coal cellar as it was to get a

favourable interpretation upon some demonstra-

tion of national incompetence half the world

away.

It is indeed no disaster, but a matter for

sincere congratulation, that the British

prosperoUiS and the British succeissful, on whom
warning after warning has rained in vain from

the dsLjs of Riuskin, Oarlyle, Matthew Arnold,

should be called to account at last in their own
household. They will grumble, they will be

very angry, but in the end, I believe, they will

rise to the opportunities of their inconvenience.

They will shake off their intellectual lassitude,

take over again the public and private affairs

they have come -to leave so largely in theiiands

of tlio political barrister and the family solici-

tor, become keen and critical and constructive,

bring themselves up to date again.

That is not, of course, inevitable, but I am
taking now the more hopeful view • , .

And then ? What sort of working arrange-

ments are our renascent owning, and directing

classes likely to make with the new labouring

class? How is the work going to be done in

tile harder, cleaner, more equalised, and better

managed State that, in one's more hopefid

mood, one sees ahead of us.^

Now, after the experiences of the past twelve
month s, it is obvious tliat the days when most
of the directed and inferior work of the com-
munity will be done by intermittently employed
and impecunious wages-earners is drawing to

an end. A large part of the task of reconstruc-

tion ahead of us will consist in the working out
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of scliemes for a more permanent type of em-

ployment and for a direct participation of the

worker in the pride, profits, and direction of tlie

work. Such schemes admit of wide variations

between a mere bonus system, a periodic tip-

ping of employes to prevent their striking, and

A REAL AND HONEST CO-PART NERY.

In the latter case a great enterprise, forced

to consider its hands " as being also in their

degree heads/' would include a department

of technical and business instruction for its own

people. From such ideas one passes very readily

to the conception of guild-managed businesses,

in which the factor of capital would no longer

stand out as an element distinct from and con-

trasted with the proprietorship of the workers.

One sees the worker as an activQ and intelligent

helper during the great portion of his participa-

tion, and as an annuitant and perhaps, if he

has devised economies and improvements, a

receiver of royalties during his declining years.

And concurrently with the systematic recon-

struction of a large portion of our industries

upon these lines there will have to be a vigorous

development of the attempts that are already

being made, in garden cities, garden suburbs,

and the like, to re-house the mass of our popu-

lation in a more civilised and more agreeable

manner. Probably that is not going to pay from
the point of view of the money-making business

man, but we prosperous people have to under-

stand that there are things more important and
more profitable than money-making, and we
have to tax ourselves not merely in money but

in time, care, and effort in the matter. Half
the money that goes out of England to Switze.-

land and the Riviera ought to go to the ex-

tremely amusing business of clearing up ugly
corners and building jolly and convenient work-
men's cottages—even if we do it at a loss. It is

part of our discharge for the leisure and advan-
tages the S3^stem has given us, part of that just

give and take, o'ver and above the solicitor's and
bargain-hunter's and money-lender's conception
of justice, upon which social order ultimately
rests. We have to do it not in a mood of patron-
age, but in a mood of attentive solicitude. If
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not on liigli grounds, then on low grounds our

class has to set to work and make those other

classes more interested and comfortahle and

contented. It is what wo are for. It is quite

impossible for workmen and poor people generally

to plan estates and arrange their own homes

;

they are entirely at the mercy of the wealthy in

this matter. There is not a slum, not a hovel,

not an eyesore upon the Eiiglish landscape for

which some quite vyell-off owner is not ultimately

to be blamed or excused^ and the less we leave

of such things about the better for us in that

day of reckoning between class and class which

now draws so near.

It is as plain now as the way from Calais to

Paris that if the owning class does not attend

to these amenities the mass of the people, doing

its best to manage the thing through the poli-

ticians, presently will. They may make a

frightful mess of it, but that will never bring

back things again into the hands that hold them
and neglect them now. Their time will have

passed for ever.

But these are the mere opening requirements

of this hope of mine of a quickened social con-

sciousness among the more fortunate and
leisurely section of the community. I believe

that much profounder changes in the conditions

of labour are possible than those I have sug-

gested. I am beginning to suspect that scarcely

any of our preconceptions about the wa}^ work
must be done, about the hours of work and the

ihabits of work, will stand an exliaustive scien-

tific analysis. It is at least conceivable that we
could get much of the work that has to be done

to keep our community going in far more toil-

saving and life-saving ways than we follow at

the present time. So far scientific men have

done scarcely anything to estimate under what
conditions; a man works best, does most work,

works most happily. Suppose it turns out to

be the case that a man always following one

cxjcupation throughout his lifetime, working

regularly day after day for so many hours, as

most wage-earners do at the present time, does

not do nearly so muoli or nearly so well as he

would do if he followed first one occupation and
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tlien another, or if he worked as hard as he pos-

sibly could for a definite period and then took

holiday? I suspect very strongly, indec-f"', I am
convinced, that in certain occupations, teach-

ing, for example, or surgery, a man begins by

working clumsily and awkwardly, that his in-

terest and skill rise rapidly, that, if he is really

well suited in his iDrofession, he may presently

become intensely interested and capable of

enormous quantities of his very best work, and
that then his interest and vigour rapidly de-

cline. I am disposed to believe that this is true

of most occupations, of coal mining or engineer-

ing, or brick-laying or cotton-spinning. The
thing has never been properly thought about.

Our civilisation has growm up in a haphazard
kind of way, and it has been convenient to

specialise workers and employ them piiscemeal.

But if it is true that in respect of any occupa-

tion a man has his

PERIOD OF MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY,

t^en we open up a whole world of new social

possibilities. What we really want from a man
for our social welfare in that case is not regular

continuing work, but a few strenuous years of

high-pressure service. We can as a community
afford to keep him longer at education and
training before he begins, and we can release

him with a pension while he is still full of life

and the capacity for enjoying freedom. But
obviously this is imposisible upon any basis of

weekly wages - and intermittent employment ;

we must be handling affairs in some much more
comprehensive way than that before we can
take and deal with the working life of a man as

one complete whole.

That is one po'ssability that is very frequently
in my thoughts about the present labour crisis.

There is another, and that is the very great
desirability of every class; in the community
having a practical knowledge of what labour
means. There is a vast amount of work which
either is now or is likely to be in the future
within the domain of the public administration
—road-making, mining, railway work, post
office and telephone work, medical work, nurs-
ing, a oonsiderable amount of building, for ex-
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ample. Wiiy should we employ people to do tli©

"bulk of these things at all ? Why should- wenot as

a community do them ourselves ? Why, in other

words, should we not have a labour conscription

and take a year or so of service from everyone

ill the community, high cr low ? I believe this

would be of enormous moral benefit to our

strained and relaxed community. I believe

that in making labour a part of everyone's life

and the wliole of nobody's life lies the ultimate

solution of these industrial difficulties.

\ . _
V -A NATIONAL PLAN.

It is almost a national boast that we muddle

through our troubles, and I suppose it is true

and to our credit that by virtue of a certain

kindliness of temper, a humorous willingness

to make the best of things, and an entirely

amiable forgetfulness, we do come out of pres-

sureis and extremities that would smash a

liarder, more brittle people, only a little chipped,

and damaged. And it is quite conceivable that

our country will, in a measure, survive the enor-

mous stresses of labour adjuistment that are now

upon us, even if it never rises to any heroic

struggle against these difficulties. But it may

survive as a lesser country, as an impoverished

and second-rate country. It will certainly do no

mo're than that, if in any part of the world

there is to be found a people capable of taking

up this gigantic question in a greater spirit.

Perbaps theire is no such people, and the con-

flicts and muddles before us will be world-wide.

Or suppose that it falls to oUr country in some
strange way to develop a new courage and en-

terprise, and to be the first to go forward into

this new phase of civilisation I foresee, from

whicfli a distinctive labouring class, a class, that

is, of expropriated wages-earners, will have al-

most completely disappeared.

Now hitherto tlie utmost that any State, over-

takeji by social and economic stresses, lias ever
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acikieved in the vvay of adapting itself to them

has been no more than

PATCHING,

Individuals and groups and tradess have found

themselves in imperfeotly apprehended and

difficult times, and have reluctantly altered their

ways and ideas piecemeal under pressure. Some-

times they have succeeded in rubbing along upon
the new lines, and sometimes the struggle has

submerged them, but no community has ever yet

had the will and the imagination to recast and
l adioally alter its social methods as a whole. The

idea of such a reconstruction has never been

absent from human thought since the days of

Plato, and it has been enormously reinforced by
the spreading material successes of modern
science, successes due always to the substitution

of analysis and reasoned planning for trial and
the rule of thumb. But it has never yet been
so believed in and understood as to render any
real endeavour to reconstruct possible. The
experiment has always been altogether too
gigantic for the available faithi behind it, and
there have been against it the fear of presump-
tion, the interests of all advantaged people, and
the natural sloth of humanity. We do but
snierge now from a period of deliberate happy-go-
luck}^ and the influence of Herbert Spencer, who
^;ame near raising public shiftlessness to the
dignity of a national philosophy. Everythintr
would adjust itself^if only it was left alone.

Yet some things there are that cannot be
done by small adjustments, such as leaping
chasms or killing an ox or escaping from the
roof of a burning house. You have to decide
upon a certain course on such occasions and
maintain a continuous movement. If on the
burning house you wait until you scorch and
then turn round a bit or move away a yard or
so, or if on the verge of the cha.sni you move a
little m the way in which you wish to go, dis-
aster will punish your moderation. And it
seems to me that the establishment of the
world's work upon a new basis-—and that and
no less is what this Labour Unrest demands for
Its pacification—is just one of those Jar^e
alterations which will never be made by the
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collectively unconscious activities of men, hy

competitions and survival and the higgling of

the market. Humanity is rebelling against

the continuing existence of a labour class as

such, and I can see no way by which our pre-

sent method of weekly wages employment can

change by imperceptible increments into a

method of salary and pension—for it is quite evi-

dent that only by reaching that shall we reach

the end of these present discontents. The
change has to be made on a comprehensive

scale or not at all. We need nothing less;

than

A NATIONAL PLAN

of social development, if the thing is to be

achieved at all.
*

Now that, I admit, is, as the Americans say,

a large proposition. But we are living in a time

of more and more comprehensive plans, and the

mere fact that no scheme so extensive has ever

been tried before is no reason at all why we

should not consider one. We think nowadays

quite serenely of schemes for the treatment of

the ]iation's health as one whole, where our

fathers considered illness as a blend of accident

with special ]3rovidences ; we have systematised

the community's w^ater supply, education, and
all soiis of once ciiaotic services, and Germany
and our own infinite higgledy-piggledy discom-

fort and ugliness have brought home to us at

last even the possibility of planning the exten-

sion of our towns and cities. It is only another

step upward in scale to plan out new, more
tolerable conditions of employment for every

sort of worker and to organise the transition

from our present disorder.

The essential difficulty between the employer

and the statesman in the consideration of this

problem is the difference in the scope of their

view. The employer's concern with the man who
does his work is day-long or week-long; the

statesmairs is life-long. The conditions of

private enterprise and modern competition

oblige the employer to think only of the worker

as a hand, who appears and does his work and

draws his wages and vanishes again. Only such

strikes as we have had during the past year will
'
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rouse him from that attitude of mind. The
statesman at the other extremity lias to consider

tlie worker as a being with a beginning, a

middle, an end-—and offspring. He can consider

all these poj^sibilities of deferring ernploytneni

and making the employment of one period of

life provide for the leisure and freedom of an-

other, which are necessarily entirely out of the

purview of an employer pure and simple. And I

find it hard to see how we can reconcile the in-

termittency of competitive employment with

the unremitting demands of a civilised life

except by the intervention of the State

or of some public organisation capable of

taking very wide views between the busi-

ness organiser on the one hand and the

subordinate worker on the other. On the one
hand we need some broader handling of busi-

ness than is possible in the private adventure

3f the solitary proprietor or the single company,
and on the other some more completely or-

ganised development of the collective bargain. -

We have to bring the directive intelligence of a

concern into an organic relation with the con-

ception of the national output as a. whole, and
either through a trade union or a guild, or some
expansion of a trade union, we have to arrange

a secure, oontiniuous income for the worker, to

be received not directly as wages from an em-
ployer but intermediatiely through the organi-

sation. We need a census of onr national pro-

duction, a more exhaustive estimate of our re-

sources, and an entirely more s^cientific kno^w-

ledige of the conditions of maximum labour effi-

ciency. O'ne turns to the State. . . . And
it is at this point that the heart of the patriotic

Englishman sinks, because it is our national

misfortune that all the accidents of public life

have conspired to retard the development of

just that body of knowledge, just that scientifio

breadth of imagination which is becoming a

vital necessity for the vrelfare of a modern ciivi-

iised community.

WE ARE CAUGHT SHORT OF SCIENTIFIC
MEN

just as in the event of a war with Gertnany we

shall almost certainly be caught short of scien-
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ciflci sailorsi and soldiers. Yon cannot make that

sort of thing to order in a crisis. Scientific

&ducation—and more particulady the scientific

edncation of our owning and responsible classes

—has been crippled by the bitter jealousy of

the classical teachers who dominate onr \iniver-

sities, by the fear and hatred of the Established

Ohiirch, which still so largely controls our

npper-class schools, and by the entire lack of
'

understand'ing and support on the part of those

able barristers and financiens who rule our

political life. Science has been left more and

more to men of miodest origin and narrow oait-

look, and now we are beginning to pay in in-

ternal dissensions, and presently we may have

to pay in national humiliation for this almost

organised rejection of stimulus and power.

But however thwarted and crippled our pub-

lic imagination may be, we have still got to do

the best we can with this situation ; we have to

take as comprehensive views as we can, and

to attempt as comprehensive a method of hand-

ling as our party-ridden State permits. In

theory I am a Socialist, and were I theorising

about some nation in the air I would say that

all the great productive activities and all the

nieans of communication should be national

concerns and be run as national services. But
our State is peculiarly incapable of such func-

tions ; at the present time it cannot even pro-

dnce a postage stamp that w^ill stick ; and the

type of official it would probably evolve for in-

dustrial organisation, slowly but xmsurely,

wotdd he a maddening combination of the dis-

trict visitor and the boy clerk.- It is to the

independent people of some leisure and resource

la the community that one has at last to appeal

for such large efforts and understandings as our

present situation demands. In the default of

our public services, there opens an immense
opportunity for voluntary effort. Deference to

our official leaders is absurd ; it is a time when
m.en must, as the phrase goes, come forward.'^

We want a National plan for our social and
economic development which everyone may un-

derstand and which wall serve as a unifying basis

for all our social and political activities. Such a
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plan is not to be flnng out hastily by an irrespon-

sible writer. It can only come into existence as

the outcome of a wide movenient of inquiry and

discussion. My business in tliese papers has been

iiot prescription but diagrio^sis. I hold it to be

the clear duty of every intelligent person in the

country to do his utmost to learn about these

questions of economic and soeial organisation

and to work them out to conclusions and a pur-

])ose. We have come to a phase in our affairs

wdien the only alternative to a great, deliberate

renascence of will and understanding is national

disorder and decay.

VI.-WHAT MUST BE DONE
NOW.

' In these papers I have attempted a diagnosis

of our national situation. I have pointed out that

nearly all the social forces of our time seem to

be in conspiracy to bring about the disappear-

ance of a labour class as such and the rearrange-

ment of our work and industry upon a new
basis. That rearrangement demands an un-

precedented national effort and the production

of an adequate National Plan. Failing that, we
seem doomed to a period of chronic social con-

flict and possibly even of frankly revolutionary

outbreaks that may destroy us altogether

or leave us only a dwarfed and enfeebled

nation. . » .

And before we can develop that National Plan
and the effective realisation of such a plan that

i.s needed to save us from that fate two things

stand immediately before us to be done, unavoid-
able preliminaries to that more comprehensive
work. The first of these is the

RESTORATION OF REPRESENTATIVE
GOVERNMENT,

and the second a renascence of our publio

thought about political and social things.

As I have already suggested, a main factor in

our present national inability to deal with this

profound and increasing social disturbance i3
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the entirely unrepresentative and tinbushiesslike

nature of our parliamentary government.

It is to a quite extraordinary extent a t^ing

apart from our national life. It becomes more

and more so. To go into the House of Commons is

to go aside out of the genea-al stream of the com-

munity's vitality into a corner where littl<; is

learnt and much is concocted, into a specialised

Assembly which is at once inattentive to and

monstrously influential in our affairs. There

was a period when the debates in the House

of Commons were an integral, almost a domi-

nant, part of our national thought, when its

speeches were read over in tens of thousands of

homes, and i large and sympathetic public fol-

lowed the details of every contested issue. Now
a newspaper that dared to fill its columns mainly

with parliamentary debates, with a full report

of the trivialities, the academic points, the little

familiar jokes, and entirely insincere pleadings

which occupy that gathering would court bank-

ruptcy.

This diminishing actuality of our political

lif o is a matter of almost universal comment to-

day. But it 's extraordinary how much of that

comment is made in a tone of hopeless dissatis-

faction, how rarely it is associated with any
w^ill to change a state of affairs that so largely

stultifies our national purpose. And yet th©

causes of our present political ineptitude are

fairly manifest, and a very radical and effective

reconstruction is well within the wit of man.

All caiises and all effects in our complex
modern State are complex, but in this particu-

lar matter there can be little doubt that the key

to the difficulty lies in the crudity and sim-

plicity of our method of election, a method
which reduces our apparent free choice of rulers

to a. ridiculous selection between undesirable

alternatives, and hands our whole public life

over to the specialisod manipulator. Our
House of Commons could scarcely misrepresent

us more if it was appointed haphazard by the

Lord Chamberlain or selected by lot from among
tlie inhabitants of Notting Hill. Election of

representatives in one^-inember local constitu-
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encies by a. single vote gives a citizen practL-

oally no choice beyond the candidates appointed

by the two great party organisations in the

State. It is an electoral system that forbids

absolutely any vote splitting or any indication

of shades of opinion. The presence of more

than tivo candidates introduces an altogether

unm:anageable complication, and the voter is at

once reduced to voting not to secure the return

of the perhaps less hopeful candidate he likes

but to ensure the rejection of the candidate he

most dislikes. So the nimble wire-puller slips

in. In Great Britain we do not have Elections

any more ; we have Rejections. What really

hajDpens at a general election is that the party

organisations—^obscure and secretive conclaves

w4th entirely mysterious funds—appoint about

lj200 men to be our rulers, and all that we, we
so-called self-governing people, are permitted

to do is, in a muddled, angry way, to strike off

the names of about half of these select-ed gentle-

men.

Take almost any member of the present

Government and consider his case. You may
credit him with a life-long industrious intention

to get there, but ask yourself what is this man's
distinction, and for what great thing in our

national life does he stand? By the com-
plaisance of our party machinery he was able

to present hinaself to a perplexed constituency

as the only possible alternative to Conservatism

and Tariff Reform, and so we have him. And
so we have most of his colleagues.

Now such a system of representation is surely

A SYSTEM TO BE DESTROYED AT ANY
COST.

because it stifles our national discussion and
thwarts our national will. And we can leave

no possible method of alteration untried. It is

not rational that a great people should be

baffled by the mere mechanical degeneration of

an electoral method too crudely conceived.

There exist alternatives, and to these alterna-

tives we must resort. Since John Stuart Mill

first calleti attention to the importance of the

matter there has been a systematic study of the

possible working of electoral methods, and it
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is now fairly proved that in proportional repre-

sentation, with large constituencies returning

each many members, there is to be found a way
of escape from this disastrous embarrassment of

our. public business by the party wire-puller and

the party nominee.

I will not dwell upon the particulars of the

proportional representation system here. There

exists an active society which has organised

the education of the public in the details of the

proposal. Suffice it that it does give a method

by which a voter may vote with confidence for

the particular man he prefers, with no fear what-

ever that his vote will be wasted in the event

of that man's chance being hopeless. There is a

method by which the order of the voter's subse-

quent preference is effectively indicated. That

is all, but see how completely it modifies the

nature of an election. Instead of a hampered

choice of two, you have a free choice of many.

Such a change means a complete change in the

quality of public life.

The pi*esent immense advantage of the party

nominee—which is the root cause, which is

almost the sole cause of all our present political

ineptitude—would disappear. He would be quite

unable to oust any well-known and representa-

tive independent candidate who chose to stand

against him. There would be an immediate

alteration in type in the House of Commons.
In the place of these specialists in political

getting-on there would be few men who had not

already gained some intellectual and moral hold

upon the community; they would already be

outstanding and distinguished men before they

came to the work of government. Great sec-

tions of our national life, science, art, litera-

ture, education, engineering, manufacture,

would cease to be under-represented, or ousted

altogether by the energetic barrister and politi-

cal specialist, and our Legislature would begin

to serve, as we have now such urgent need of

its serving, as the mejans and instrument of

that
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

upon the social outlook of which we stand in
Deed.
And it is to the need and nature of that Con-
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feix^noe that I would devot-e my last available

space here. I do not mean by the word Con-

ference any such gathering of- dull and formal

and inattentive people in this dusty hall or that,

with a jaded audience and intermittently active

reporters, such as this w^ord may conjure up to

some imaginations. I mean an earnest direc-

tion of attention in all parts of the country to

this necessity for a studied and elaborated pro-

ject of conciliation and social co-operation. We
cannot afford to leave such things to specialised

politicians and self-appointed, self-seeking

^' experts'^ any longer. A modern community

has to think out its problems as a whole and

co-operate as a whole in their solution. We
have to bring all our national life into this dis-

cussion of the National Plan before us, and not

simply newspapers and periodicals and books,

but pulpit and college and school have to bear

their part in it. And in particular I would

appeal to the schools, because there more than

anywhere else is the permanent quickening of

our national imagination to be achieved.

We want to have our young people filled with

a new realisation that History is not over, that

nothing is settled, and that the supreme dra-

matic phase in the story of England has still

to come. It was not in the Norman Conquest,

not in the flight of King James II. nor

the overthrow of Napoleon ; it is here and now.

It falls to them to be actors not in a reminiscent

pageant but a living conflict, and the sooner

they are prepared to take their part in that

the better our Empire will acquit itself. How
absurd is the preoccupation of our schools and
colleges with the little provincialisms of ovr
past history—before a.d. 1800! " No current
politics,^' whispers the schoolmaster, no re-

ligion—except the cold/st formalities. Some
parent might object.'' And he pours into our
country every year a fresh supply of gentle-
manly cricketing youths, gapingly unprepared
---unless they have picked up a broad generalisa-
tion or so from some surreptitious Socialist

pamphlet—for the immense issues they must
control and that are altogether uncontrollable,
if tJiey fail to control them. The universities



do scar<;ely more for our young men. AU this

has to be altered, and altered vigorously and
soon if our country is to accomplish its des-

tinies. Our schools and colleges exist for no

other purpose than to give our youth a vision

of the world and of its duties and possibilities

in the world. We can no longer afford to have
them the last preserves of an elderly orthodoxy

and the last repository of a decaying gift of

superseded tongues. They are needed too ur-

gently to make our leaders leader-like and to

sustain the active understandings of the race.

And from the labour class itself we are also

justified in demanding a far more effectual

contribution to the National Conference than it

is making at the present time. Mere eloquent

justifications of distrust, mere denunciations of

Capitalism and appeals for a Socialism as

featureless as smoke are unsatisfactory when

one regards them as the entire contribu-

tion of the ascendant worker to the dis-

cussion of the national future. The labour

thinker has to become definite in his de-

mands and clearer upon the give and take

that will be necessary before they can be satis-

fied. He has to realise rather more generously

than he has done so far the enormous moral

difficulty there is in bringing people who have

been prosperous and at an advantage all then-

lives to the pitch of even contemplating a social

reorganisation that may minimise or destroy

their precedence. We have all to think, to

think hard and think generously, and there is

not a man in England to-day, even though his

hands are busy at work, whose brain may not

be helping in this great task of social rearrange-

ment which lies before us all.
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